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Hall is a 1998 young adult novel written by Louis Sarkar, first published by Farruth, Strauss. The book centers on Stanley Yelnatz, a hapless teenage boy who was sent to Camp Green Lake, a juvenile detention center in the Texas desert, after being charged with theft. The plot explores the history of the area and how the actions of several past figures have
influenced Stanley's life today. It weaves topics such as racism, homelessness, illiteracy, and marriage arrangements. The book has had critical and commercial success. Much of the praise for the book centered on complex plots, intriguing characters, and expressions of people of color and incarcerated youth. He was awarded the American Youth Literature
Award in 1998 and the Newbury Medal in 1999 for his most outstanding contribution to American literature for children of the year. In 2012, it ranked sixth among all-time children's fiction in a survey published by the School Library Journal. Hall was adopted by Walt Disney Pictures as a feature film of the same name, released in 2003. The film received
generally positive reviews from critics, earning a total of $71 million and was released with book companion Stanley Yenats's Camp Green Lake Survival Guide. The sequel to the hole, titled Small Steps, was published in 2006 and revolves around one of the secondary characters in the novel Armpits. Plot Stanley Yenats IV is a 14-year-old boy from a hard-
working but poor family who accuses his great-grandfather of stealing Stanley's dirty rotten pig, who claims to have been cursed. [1] Stanley's latest misfortune occurs when he is wrongfully convicted of stealing the sneakers of renowned baseball player Clyde Sweet Pete Livingston, who donated shoes for a charity auction. He is sent to Camp Green Lake, a
juvenile correctional facility in the middle of the desert. The lake was dry decades ago and his bite is always crawling with lizards that find it deadly and very venomous yellow. Inmates are assigned daily to dig one cylindrical hole, 5 feet wide and 5 feet deep, and the warden claims to build the character. The novel alternates the story in two sets in the past,
with a connected but distinct plot line. Elijah Yenats Stanley's Latvian father, Elijah Yenats, fell in love with the town's most beautiful girl, Myra. However, he A competition from igor Barkov, a local pig farmer who gives myra's father, Maurice, fat pigs in exchange for marriage. Elia went to his friend Madame Zeroni and asks for help, an old Egyptian fortune
teller with missing feet. Lack of information did not approve of Myra as Elia's partner, but Geroni sympathizes with Elia and gives her a small piglet, instructing her to grab a mountain every day and drink from the creek while singing a special song. Each time, the pig will be bigger. In return, Geroni says, Elijah has to climb the mountain and sing to her. She
warns that his family will be cursed if he does not do so. Elia follows her instructions and the pig grows as big as Igor's. However, when Madame Geroni realizes that Myra lacks intelligence when she can't choose between herself and Igor, Elia decides to move to the United States, leaving behind disgust, but forgets her promise to Geroni. He falls in love and
marrys the kind and smart Sarah Miller, but he suffers from bad luck. Elia speaks to Sarah about the curse and asks Sarah to leave him. Sarah refuses to leave Elia, and the song she sings to the pig becomes a self-helper among her descendants. In 1888, Kate Balrow of Kissin, green lake village is a thriving lakeside community. Katherine Balow, a white
local teacher, falls in love with Sam, an African-American onion farmer, as she rejects the advances of the wealthy Charles Trout Walker. There's a fuss in town after Katherine and Sam kiss. Seeing a dangerous mob gather, Catherine finds Sam and attempts to escape across the lake in Sam's rowboat, but walkers and mobs intercept them with Walker's
motorboat. Sam is shot dead, and Catherine is rescued against her wishes. From then on, it will not rain on Green Lake again. Three days later, Catherine kills the village sheriff in revenge for not helping her. Then she becomes a prominent outlaw named Kissin' Kate Barlow, who is called her calling card, leaving a red lipstick kiss on the cheeks of the men
she kills. Over the next 20 years, she robbed several banks across the state of Texas. Among the victims is Stanley's great-grandfather, who leaves her stranded in the desert. He finds refuge in God's thumb and then survives. She returns to the ruins of Green Lake and is currently discovered by poor Trout Walker and his wife Linda, one of Catherine's
former students who married Trout for his money. They try to force her to reveal where she buried the stolen money, but she refuses, saying she and her descendants spent the rest of their days digging in the desert and finding no loot. Then bite the yellow lizard. While she succumbed to the poison, Catherine laughed Digging. The Camp Green Lake Warden
will allow the rest of the holiday if the inmates find something interesting. Stanley begins to suspect that the warden is looking for something. During one excavation, he discovers one of Barlow's lipstick tubes. He pretends to find it the next day and then he's on his group's ringleader X-ray. The small intestine is excited by the discovery and orders the hole in
the X-ray to be enlarged. Stanley later befriends zero, a camper who keeps himself quiet, and teaches him to read zero in exchange for zero digging part of Stanley's hole. This lead to consultations with other inmates, who then argue with the staff. 0 then ran. The camp staff decided to clear the record of zero, named Hector Gerony, and let him die in the
desert. A few days later, Stanley escaped the camp in search of Hector and took refuge under the wreckage of Sam's ship, burrowing into a preserved jar of Kate Balrow's spicy peaches, which he called a sflush. Hector refuses to return to camp. Then Stanley recalls finding a mountain in the far that resembled a sign with a thumb, and claiming to find refuge
in God's thumb after his great-grandfather was stranded in the desert by Kate Balrow. As they climb the mountains across the desert, they discover Sam's onion field. The boys eat onions, dig the ground and find water, and Stanley breaks the family curse by singing Madame Gerony's song to Hector. Hector then says he was the one who stole Clyde
Livingston's shoes. Wondering if their encounter was doomed, Stanley asks Hector if he wants to help him dig the final hole. They return to the camp to dig a hole where Stanley first found a lipstick tube and unearth a bag and a venomous lizard. Wardens and employees show up and demand that they be handed over, but they retreat because of the onions
they consume, and because of the passive lizards they give Stanley and Hector. The warden turned out to be the granddaughter of a trout walker, and she is using the camp and inmates to search for Kate Balrow's stolen treasure. Stanley's attorney appeared at the camp and explained that Stanley had been deported. Hector reveals that the suitcase belongs
to the Yelnatz family and prevents the warden from taking the bag. Fearing that the warden will kill Hector, Stanley refuses to leave unless Hector comes. The lawyer asks for Hector's file, but the camp staff can't find it naturally, so Hector is also released. Stanley and Hector say goodbye to other campers, drive away and end green lake's drought. The bag
contains financial documents worth close to $2 million that are distributed evenly between Stanley and Hector. Stanley's family buys a new home and Hector hires an investigation team to find his missing mother. Stanley's father, too Antidote to the smell of feet made from peaches and onions, and an antidote to the smell of feet named Sflush approved by
Clyde Livingstone, make money. Meanwhile, Camp Green Lake is closed and sold to become a Girl Scout's camp. Character Camp Green Lake Stanley Yelnatz IV (also known as Caveman by the rest of the campers, but mentioned in the book by his proper name): Stanley is a 14-year-old boy who has no friends at school and is often chosen by his
classmates and school bullies. Stanley's family is cursed with bad luck, and although they don't have much money, they always try to keep hope and look on the bright side of things. Stanley share these traits with his family, he's not very confident, but he's not easily depressed, and he's a trait that helps him adjust to the terrible conditions at Camp Green
Lake. However, he has a bad habit of blaming his great-grandfather when he is in trouble. This habit made him impulsive. [2] As the book progresses, Stanley slowly gaines strength. He identifies those who threaten him like a warden, and he also stands for himself and his friends and family while he tries not to get into trouble. Stanley steals his teacher's
truck to find his friend Zero on a dry lake bed and rebels for his friends' rights. [3] Zero (Hector Geroni): Zero is known as the best digger at Camp Green Lake. So often, he is considered nothing but a fool or by both other boys and counselors. He can't really read or write because of his lack of education. But he is smart and can stand for himself in the face of
adversity, breaking Mr. Pendansky's nose with a shovel after too many Snead remarks. In general, he is pointed out as a figure who rarely speaks because he is wary of those who mock him. He always has a scull on his face and is said to not like answering questions. 0 is shown as an honest character after being close friends with Stanley. Zero is the man
who stole the shoes that Stanley was arrested and accused of stealing. He is the great-grandson of Madame Geroni, who curses Stanley's family. Not only has he been homeless all his life, he is being fors her mother at a very young age. He suffers quite a lot, but he always seems to persevere and come out on top. X-ray (Rex Washburn): X-Ray is the
unofficial head of the boys in Group D. X-Ray, which Stanley is called a caveman and modifies the order of water lines. X-Ray is the smallest and rarely seen without glasses, but it maintains its status as a leader in boys. He persuades Stanley to give him a tube of lipstick he finds in the hole to take a day off instead of Stanley. X-Ray can keep their position
on its head group through a system of rewards and allies. Whenever Stanley does a good job for X-rays, X-Ray is good for Stanley and stands up for him when the other boys pick him up. But when Stanley befriends Zero, X-Ray's system becomes threatened and hostile to Stanley. His nickname X-ray comes from the Pig Latin of his real name, Rex. Squid
(Allen): Squid is a member of Group D at Camp Green Lake. He often mocks Stanley for sending and receiving letters to his mother. Like X-rays, squid is very tough, but very submissive to the rules and directions of X-rays. However, he has a sensitive side to him, Stanley wakes up to hear him crying one night, and Alan Stanleycamp asks Stanley to write to
his (Alan's) mother when he leaves Green Lake. Magnet (Jose): Another member of Group D. Magnet earned his nickname because of his ability to steal, and he enters Camp Green Lake, where he stole animals from the zoo, referring to his fingers as small magnets. Armpit (Theodore Johnson): One of X-ray's close friends in camp, he pushes Stanley when
he calles him Theodore. That's because his nickname, Armpit, was stabbed by a scorpion at the camp and moved to his armpits, complaining about his armpits hurting. Ziggy (Ricky): Ziggy is described as the tallest child in Group D, constantly appearing electrostogged with curly hair. Stanley often thinks he's the strangest and craziest of all at Camp Green
Lake. Ziggy is the man who hit Stanley in the head with a shovel and has made no apologies for doing so. Ziggy is paranoid and emphasizes his wartime madness. Twitch (Brian): A car thief arrives at camp after Stanley. Warden (Ms. Walker): Running Camp Green Lake, she is known to be violent, abusive, and very rude. She uses her strength and privilege
to get what she wants and allow members of the camp to do whatever they want. She hid her camera to spy on members of her camp. She is often thought to have a hidden camera in the shower, and Stanley becomes paranoid every time she showers, rushing as quickly as possible. She wears a manicure traced with rattlesnake venom, scratching those
who are offended or opposed to what she says. She has members of Camp Green Lake digging holes to find Kate Balrow's hidden treasures. She is the granddaughter of Charles Troutwalker. Her family had been dug up treasures since she was born, but they were not successful. Teacher (Marion Sevilla): One of camp Green Lake's counselors, he
constantly eats sunflower seeds. He took this habit after deciding to quit smoking. He is known to be rude and tough. Mr. Pendanski: Mr. Pendanski is in charge of Group D at Camp Green Lake. Mr. Pendansky may seem friendly, but like his wardens and teachers, it makes sense. he doesn't stop the fun of zero Since he was in camp, the boy returns to bite
him when he cracks him in the face with a shovel. Green Lake Katherine Balo (Kissincade Balou) Town: Katherine Balow is a sweet, smart woman who teaches at a one-room school house in Green Lake 100 years before Stanley arrived at Camp Green Lake. She falls in love with Sam, who sells onions in town. The rest of the white people in town are racist
and enforce rules that prohibit black people from going to school, but Kate, who is white, doesn't care about the color of a person's skin and loves Sam. When Kate and Sam kiss, angry villagers kill Sam and destroy his beloved schoolhouse. Kate is devastated by Sam's death and becomes Kisin's Kate Balrow, one of the west's most feared outlaws. She
always leaves her trail by kissing someone when she is finished killing them; If she robbed them, she would leave them in the hot desert. She is an outlaw who robbed Stanley Yenats I (Stanley's ancestor). Kate dies when the yellow lizard bit her foot, but laughs as the Walker family can't find her treasure. The lipstick tubecase That Stanley found during his
second week at Camp Green Lake was owned by Balo. Sam: Sam is an African-American farmer in Green Lake, Texas, who raises onions. He believes that onions are a cure for everything, and he does a lot of relief from onions. He also has a tremendous love for the donkey Mary Lou. His relationship with Kate begins when he exchanges onions in a
peach jar. He is killed in cold blood by Charles Troutwalker. Charles Trout Walker: Charles Trout Walker is the very spoiled son of a wealthy family in Green Lake. When Kate declines a request to date her, he is angry. This adds to why he leads the villagers to burn down the school house and kill Sam. His nickname trout comes from his foot fungus and
smells like a dead-footed fish. Kate marries Linda Miller after she leaves to become an outlaw, but when the lake dries, the family loses everything. He is the warden's grandfather and, following his death, open a juvenile detention camp to increase the efficiency of finding Kate Balrow's hidden treasures. He is the one who stolen the treasure by Kate Balrow
while moving from New York to California. He is believed to have survived by climbing to the top of a thumb-shaped mountain (God's thumb) that becomes Sam's old onion field. Elijah Yelnatz of Latvia in the mid-1800s: Elia is Stanley's great-grandfather. He is often referred to as his better dirty rotten pig-stealing great-grandfather, constantly being blamed
for everything. wrong in Stanley's life. He is considered the reason the Yelnatz family has such bad luck. After falling in love with a woman in Latvia, he travels to the United States, forgetting to pass through an appointment he made to an old man called Madame Gerony. This led to generations of bad luck overlooking Yenatstri. But he delivers an important
song that Madame Geroni taught in Latvia. Madame Geroni: Madame Geroni is the great-grandmother of Hector Geroni (Zero). She is good friends with Elijah Yelnitz, and she gives him a pig. Elia is seen as a curser to the Yelnatz family because she breaks her promise to move her to the top of the mountain. Mira Menke: Myra is the most beautiful girl in Elia
Townelia and Madame Geroni in Latvia. Madame Geroni likens her to a potted plant. Myra's father promised to marry a suitor who could raise the fattest pigs. When the pig is the same size, Myra asked Elijah and Igor Barkov to guess a number between 1 and 10, which shows that she can't make a decision for herself. Igor Barkov: Igor was Elia's competitor.
He was already old and fat, but a successful pig farmer. Petty character Mr. Yelnatz (Stanley Yelnatz III): Mr. Yelts is Stanley's father. He is an inventor and very smart, but very unlucky. He tries to find a way to recycle old sneakers, which makes Yelnatz's apartment smell bad. However, he may eventually find a cure to remove the foot odor and hire a lawyer,
Morengo, to get Stanley at Camp Green Lake. Mrs. Yelnatz: Mrs. Yelts is Stanley's mother. She doesn't believe in curses, but she always points to the terrible luck Yelnatz has. Barf Bag (Louie): An inmate who left Camp Green Lake before Stanley arrived. He deliberately took a rattle snake and asked him to be hospitalized. Sting Camp Green Lake is
located in Malin Lake, Texas, USA. [4] The name is a false description because the area is a desolate and desolate desert. The only weather is the hot sun. It hasn't rained since the day Sam was killed. The only plants mentioned are two oak trees in front of the warden's hut; The book is not that the warden owns the shade. The abandoned village of Green



Lake is located next to the lake. Camp Green Lake is a juvenile detention center where inmates spend most of their time digging holes. Much of the book alternates between Stanley Yelnatz's current story, Latvia's Elijah Yelnatz story (mid-1800s) and Katherine Balrow's story in Green Lake (a generation later). The subsequent chapter focuses less on the
stories of the past. Theme Fairy tale Folk or the quintessential theme of fairy tales exist throughout the novel, notable both in the stories of Stanley and Elia. [5] [6] Must go on an adventure to win the approval of his love and prove his worth, he eventually puts himself under the curse of a witch. Stanley's misfortune is to blame for the curse left on his great-
grandfather and the Yelnats family, and the Yeltsat family readily believes in the power of this curse. [5] Stanley and Elia are similar fairy tale characters, morally good and heroic, who must overcome fateful challenges for them. [6] The two jolines are all accompanied by the magic found in the mountain lines, madame Geroni's songs, and the healing power of
onions. These elements of the hole reflect those often found in fairy tales. [5] Through the novel Name, the name serves as a theme for the characters to re-separate their lives from their lives in the real world from their lives at Camp Green Lake. The name also shows irony - Camp Green Lake is not really a camp, it is located in the desert and there is no
lake. Campers all mark themselves differently and identify with names such as armpits and X-rays, and guards are called counselors. One of the counselors says the boys are moms representing absent parents at Camp Green Lake. [7] Only the woman in charge is referred to in the same way as the prison and is called the warden. Other names can
combine and form teams based on boys' hatred of their work and counselors. [8] Many characters have names that inherit the surnames of Stanley Yenats and Geroni and remind us how our ancestors' behavior affects modern life. [6] Stanley is the fourth Stanley Yenats in his family, whose personality is passed down and adds to his connection to family
history. [6] Labor labor can be seen through the novel as children are forced to dig holes while at Camp Green Lake. This theme is unusual in children's literature, as many authors describe children as calm and un accountable. [9] If they are engaged in work, it is a substitute for play. Critic Maria Nikolayeva argues that the hole is being distinguished not only
through manuals but also manual, but forced labor Stanley and other campers do every day. [9] It is first mentioned at the beginning of the book when the purpose of the camp is stated: if you take a bad boy and make a daily hole in the hot sun, it will turn him into a good boy. [10] The Public Reception Hall has won numerous awards, not particularly the 1998
U.S. National Book Awards for Young People's Literature [11] and the 1999 Newbury Medal for the Most Outstanding Contribution to American Literature for Children of the Year. [12] It also won the William Allen White Children's Book Award in 2001. [13] It has been well received by critics and ranked sixth among all-time children's novels produced by the
School Library Journal in 2012. [14] The New York Times' Hurn clapped, keeping the hole light and fresh, fusing the novel's mystery and humor, which she described as a family reading sound. [15] Roger Sutton of Horn Book Magazine calls Sarkar's declarival style effective and argues that it helped make the novel more poignant. Sutton appreciated the
positive ending and the suspense that led the reader. [16] Film adaptation Main Article: Holes (Film) In 2003, Walt Disney Pictures released a film version of the hole directed by Andrew Davis and written by Louis Sarkar. [17] The sequel two companion novels followed the hole: Stanley Yelnatz's Survival Guide Camp Green Lake (2003) and Small Steps
(2006). [18] Stanley Yelenas's survival guide to Camp Green Lake, Luis Sachar, says you should find yourself at Camp Green Lake or similar. Written from Stanley's point of view, the book offers advice on everything from scorpions, drop snakes, yellow spotted lizards and more. [19] A small step in this sequel to The Hole, a former inmate armpit now
struggles with the challenges facing an African-American teenager with a 17-crime history. It tests her new friendship with Jeannie, who has cerebral palsy, a reunion with her ex-friend X-Ray, the way tickets are scalped, the beautiful pop singer, and Armpit's determination to take small steps and keep moving forward. [20] Yellow spotted lizards yellow
spotted lizards are the main plot element of the hole, and with one bite from them, you are said to be done. In the book, they dislike onions, are aggressive and form nests. In fact, yellow lizards are not aggressive to humans, in fact they are secretive and do not form nests. Reference: Sarkar, Lewis (2000). Hole. New York: Yearbook. p. 7. ISBN 978-
0440414803. ^ Hole Q&amp;amp;A A. www.Louissachar.com. Searched January 17, 2017. ^ Sarkar, Lewis (1998). Hole, p. 103. Farah, Strauss and Giroud, New York, November 30, 2015. ^ Sarkar, Lewis (2000). Hole. New York: Year. p. 1. ISBN 978-0440414803. ^ b c Masia, Elizabeth G. (2001). Hole: Folk Redu. Alan review. 28 (2): 51.
doi:10.21061/alan.v28i2.a.11. ^ b c d Pincent, Pat (2002-09-01). The fate and fortune of modern fairy tales: Louis Sarkar's Hole. Children's literature of education. 33 (3): 203–212. doi:10.1023/A:1019682032315. ISSN 0045-6713. ^ Meuregaard, Kirsten (2010-08-13). Ghosts and history in louis sarkar's hole. West U.S. literature. 45 (2): 138–161.
doi:10.1353/wal.0.0117. ISSN 1948-7142. ^ Wallin, Marie (January 2008). Literacy and the Power of Law: Louis Sarkar's Hole and Lemony Snitket's Bad Start. angle on the English-speaking world. 8: 101-110 – via EBSCOhost. ^ b Nikolayeva, Maria (2002). Dreams of Complete Laziness: A Description of Labor Novel. Lions and unicorns. 26.3: 305–321.
doi:10.1353/uni.2002.0031. ^ Sarkar, Lewis (1998). Hole. New York: Del Year. p. 5. ^ 1998 National Design Award Winners and Finalists, National Library Foundation. www.nationalbook.org. 2018-04-27. ^ Author Luis Sarkar was awarded the Newbury Medal in 1999. News and Press Center. 2007-02-26. 2018-04-27. ^ Past Winners - William Allen White
Children's Book Awards | Emporia State University. www.emporia.edu. 2018-05-02. ^ School Library Journal Top 100 Children's Fiction, 2012 Survey | Book Awards | Librarying. www.librarything.com. 2018-05-02. ^ Hurn, Bessie (1998). He didn't do it. The New York Times. ^ Sutton, Roger (September 1, 1998). Review of holes. Horn Book. ^ Hole in the
Internet Movie Database ^ Small Steps: Louis Sarkar ^ Summary of Small Steps by Sarkar, Lewis and Book Review. Stanley Yelnatz's Camp Green Lake Survival Guide. Louis Sarkar. Archived from the original on 2015-09-23. ^ Sarkar, Lewis. Louis Sarkar: Book list. Louis Sarkar. Louis Sarkar. Archived from the original on 2015-10-05. External link children's
literature portal novel portal hole prior to the Publisher Scholastic Corporation Awards, succeeded by Dusty Newbury Medal winner 1999 Bird, no buddy upfront bird, not preceded by William Allen White Children's Book Award winner not succeeded by friend William Allen White Children's Book Award 6-82001 Byrd, (novel)&amp;oldid=993469892
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